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Class Summary
 Design-centric curriculum (DCC) is an alternative learning pathway established two years 

ago at the National University of Singapore (NUS) in response to the increasing demand 

from the industry for engineering graduates who is able to think outside the box, define 

problems and work across disciplines in a multidisciplinary team. 

 Design-thinking as a technique to develop innovative solutions to a set of problems 

defined by the students formed the back-bone of the curriculum. This alternative 

curriculum consists of students working in a team on a multi-year, multi-disciplinary project 

which is the main learning vehicle in DCC aimed at developing certain desired traits in our 

students. 

 The types of assessment developed by the team in DCC to assess the achievement of our 

students will be outlined and we will share with the audience our philosophy, methodology 

and experience in the development of the assessment method adopted within DCC
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Learning Objectives

At the end of this class, you will be able to:

 Appreciate the various aspects in the development of an assessment 

method for team-based projects

 Develop an assessment methodology to monitor the progress of 

students’ achievement in a team-based project

 Gain insights into the experience encountered in the implementation of 

the assessment method developed and adopted within DCC

 Appreciate learning culture of Asian students
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Engineering Design and Innovation Centre

Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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NUS/EDIC and Autodesk

The collaboration (17 Jan 2012) will allow

staff and students from the University's

(EDIC) and DCC to access the Autodesk

Education Master Suites.

Appointed two NUS-Autodesk Term

Professors at the NUS Engineering

Design and Innovation Centre (EDIC).
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EDIC : who we are
EDIC was first established as a launch pad 

for the Design-Centric Curriculum, providing 

an environment that promotes interaction 

and exchange of ideas among staff and 

students of different disciplines to address 

design projects that require a wide spectrum 

of expertise. The first batch of students 

joined the DCC in January 2010.

MoU between Autodesk and NUS/EDIC

The partnership will also promote use, training and certification of Autodesk software for 

DCC students. In addition we will explore new applications for Autodesk software, 

particularly in the areas of facilitating communication, and collaborative innovation across 

multidisciplinary teams. 
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ACE and ACI courses in NUS

 To date 2 Autodesk Certified 

Evaluator (ACE) and 2 

Autodesk Certified Instructors 

(ACI) courses have been 

conducted arising from the 

partnership between Autodesk 

and EDIC.
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Autodesk in NUS race car project

 Autodesk software is being used in the NUS 

FSAE (Formula Society of Automotive 

Engineering) race car project, as well as the 

NUS Eco-car project. 

 These flagship design projects have been 

hosted by the Faculty of Engineering since 2001 

(FSAE racecar project) and 2006 (Eco-car 

project).

NUS FSAE Race Car

NUS Eco-car
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Gait Rehabilitation Project

Example of a DCC project using Autodesk Inventor 
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Mandate of DCC

Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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The Mandate for DCC Desired Traits

Selection of 

‘Right’ 

Students

DCC  Route (3.5 years )

1. Possess depth of expertise in 
their fields of specialization

2. Take on new challenges and be 
comfortable with tackling the 
unfamiliar 

3. Identify and define problems 
and formulate innovative and 
creative solutions 

4. Take ideas from 
conceptualization through to 
design, implementation and 
operation

5. Engage in systems-level 
thinking and deal with complex 
systems 

6. Articulate ideas effectively

7. Lead or work in a multi-
disciplinary team

8. Appreciate the cultural and 
social dimensions of design

Transformational Education

Learning through project

activities which need to

be assessed effectively

(achievement & grading)
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The curriculum and the multi-year project

MCs Requirements

140 Core Modules & Electives
taken over 4 years

20 FYP + 

Y3 & Y4 Design 

Projects*

DCC
Non-DCC

20 Multi-year DCC Project

20 Design Thinking Modules 
(EG2201,2202, 2203…..)

- Other DCC-way Electives/ 
Future DCC Generic 
Modules

- Equipping clinics/tuitions  

120 Core Modules & 
Electives
taken over 4 years

MCs Requirements
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Breakdown of MCs for DCC students 

Common 
MCs, 120

DCC 
req'ments

, 40

Thematic 
project, 20 

MCs

Special DCC 
module,  
EG2201 
(DT), …Other 

modules,  
4  MCs

Assessment methodology developed for this

(3.5 years multidisciplinary team)
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Samples of student projects
Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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Examples of projects

 Urban Remote Site commuter

 Morpheus: The Dream Travel Guide

 Develop and design an Interactive Social Robot for elderly-

development of a platform based on Android

 Energy Efficient Humidity Control System in an Equatorial Country

 Development of an Electric Hovering Vehicle

Students are encouraged to use software provided free of charge from 

Autodesk in their designing process. We have also set-up the IT infrastructure 

to maximize their utilization of what Autodesk has to offer. E,g, the use of 

Autodesk360, where students can collaborate through cloud computing in 

addition to cloud-based rendering of models 
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Autodesk360 used in student collaboration

Typical DCC student 

collaboration page in 

Autodesk 360
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Autodesk360 used in DCC student work
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Design Summer Programme
Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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Design Summer Programme 2012
Designing Solutions for 2030: An Asian Perspective

10 days event

20 universities

11 nationalities 

66 students

20 staff

07 field trips

03 Keynote lecture

02 DT Workshops

04 days of group work

Key learning experience in Design-Centric Curriculum for 2nd/3rd year students*
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Design Summer Programme 2012
Designing Solutions for 2030: An Asian Perspective
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6 August 2012 

Out of the box design camp 

jumpstarts ideas for Year 2030 

 
ENERGY HARVEST: Their well-researched concept and prototype for harvesting energy at highrise buildings using a water turbine, won the judges 
over. This team comprising Leow Poh Jin, Toh Soon Leng, Qiu Zhi (from NUS) and Kim Namil, Shao Renjie and Srivarasat Hathaipat (international 
students) was one of the 11 teams which presented solutions for challenges in 2030, with an Asian perspective, on the final day of the two-week design 
camp. The panel of judges (below) included Mr Johnny Wong, Group Director, HDB Building Research Institute and Mr Thierry Do, Senior Assistant 
Director, Design Innovation cluster, DesignSingapore Council. 

YOU never know how fun and fruitful a design summer camp 

can be until you take part in one. Some 40 international students 

did just that -- and look at what they have come out with! Among 

solutions for sustainable cities, there was a floating city, a dust 

bin which awards you smart points for throwing the right rub bish 

into the right chute -- even a toilet system which lets you know 

the state of your health. 

Together with 30 NUS Design-Centric Curriculu m (DCC) 

students, they were at the Design Summer Programme (23 July 

to 3 Aug) – an event full of activities and discovery. Organized 

for the first time by the Engineering Design & Innovation Centre 

(EDIC) and themed “Designing Solutions for 2030: An Asian 

Perspective”, the two-week camp was held at the  NUS Faculty of 

Engineering.  

The summer programme created a platform for students to learn from each other in a unique learning environment where students 

with different cultures, backgrounds and disciplines can work together as a team and to appreciate complexities of real-life  issues, 

said Dr Kevin S C Kuang who chaired the organizing committee 

for the summer programme.  Participants were encouraged to 

think critically and to synthesize information from various sources 

to form the big picture when solving complex problems. 

 “We would like to explore the roles engineers of today can play 

to address some of the problems associated with rapidly growing 

Asian cities and how a proper appreciation of th e social and 

cultural aspect of design will lead to an effective and sustainable 

solution,” said Dr Kuang.  

Professor Tan Thiam Soon, NUS Vice Provost (Education), Dr 

Johnny Wong Liang Heng, Group Director, HDB Building 

Research Institute, Professor Wang Gungwu, Chairman, East 

Asian Institute and Mr Thierry Do, Senior Assist ant Director of the 

Design Innovation cluster, DesignSingapore Council, shared experiences at the camp.  Besides working in teams on ideation, 

conceptual design and prototyping, participants also attended field trips to government agencies and other sites unique to Singapore 

such as Semakau Landfill and Pulau Ubin. 

 

Next pages:  A look at some other ideas the teams have come out with for 2030 

CAMP FUN: Dr Kevin Kuang (left) and Dr Andi Sudjana Putra showing off 
an "installation" at the camp – a game where “angels” leave little helpful 
notes for “mortals”. 
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We built this city  that floats 

 

Floating City team (from left): Ng Kok Ann, NUS, Lee Jae Sung, South Korea, Carlos Benedict Santos, Philippines, David Clare, UK, Hans Andersen, 
NUS and Shruti Tandon, NUS.  

A floating city that’s self sufficient – this is their solution for solving land scarcity. Planned to house half a million people, the team 

thinks it would be ideal if it is located off the east coast of Singapore where it is near to the airport as well as residential and business 

districts, so that the “floating” residents do not feel too remote. The city will have two layers under water for commercial purpose 

while the top layer will be residential with recreat ional facilities. No cars in this city please, only water taxis and bicycle s. 

 

Smart bus stops for stress free travelling

 

Smart Bus Stop team (from left): Ardian Rizaldi, Indonesia, Atika Diana Rahardjo, NUS, Kim Yong Hoon, Korea, Andrew James Tan Lee, Philippines, 
Liau Li Ming, NUS and Chen Tuozhou, NUS.  

Their solution, intelligent bus stops, aims to make travelling a more pleasant experience, especially for developing count ries. 

Explained Andrew James Tan Lee, f rom Philippines, “In Manila, it can be very stressful travelling. There are some 50,000 jeeps but 

they do not have designated stops –  they simply stop whenever passengers want to hop on or to  get off.” 

 

 

More, next page 
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Smart bin for a greener city 

 

Smart Bin team (from left): Adi Surya Pradipta, Indonesia, Lim Shi Qi, NUS, Timothy Scott Chu, Philippines, Pornsirikul Tasorn, Thailand, Thng Jing 
Xiong, NUS and Cho Kyeung Woo, Korea. 

You get rewarded with smart points which you can redeem as rebates from your town council -- when you throw your rubbish into the 

right hole in this bin. A built-in sensory system will reject the rubbish thrown into the wrong hole, for example, if plastic b ottles were 

thrown into the chute meant for organic substances. And if you get all your rubbish into the right chutes, you will be rewarded  through 

a smart phone app.  

 

Smart toilet for a health monitoring 

 

Smart health monitoring team (from left): Wesley Manfred Que, Philippines, Lim Fang Ming, NUS, Zheng Sicheng, NUS, Dea Daniella Wangswijaya, 
Indonesia, Meng Kaizhi, NUS and Jung Yu Hyeon, Beijing.  

Singaporeans have crammed schedules and may be too busy to go for health scree nings. But everyone needs to go to the toilet – 

some time, every day. Hence this team has come up with the idea of a smart toilet that would pick up health issues if any, from the 

“by products” left behind in the toilet bowl. Such information will then be transmitted back to you through your smart phone and even 

with timely advice. Not only that, you can also have your cholesterol level taken and other forms of health screening. Now, if such 

toilets are available at MRT stations .   
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Design Summer Programme 2012
Designing Solutions for 2030: An Asian Perspective

Participants in DSP2012 

given a stimulating 

introduction by 

representative from 

Autodesk on the 

capabilities of Autodesk 

software to help students 

in the designing of 

solutions in their project 

work.
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Land Transport 
Authority (LTA)

Urban 
Redevelopment 
Authority (URA)

Housing 
Development 
Board (HDB)

Ubin Island 
(R&R)

Zero Energy 
Building (ZEB)

Semakau Island 
Landfill

Field Visits

Design Summer Programme 2012
Designing Solutions for 2030: An Asian Perspective
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DSP2012 Assessment Criteria

1. Problem Definition

2. Feasibility of solution

3. Level of innovation

4. Presentation skills

5. Ability to answer questions
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Features of DCC student groups
Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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 Multi-disciplines (student members in a group from various 

departments)

 Size of group: from 2-6 students

 Multi-national (ASEAN region + China and India)*

 Self-formed

 Self-defined problem

 Multi-year: 3-3.5 year long project

 Supervised by a Principal Supervisor plus co-supervisor

 Access to expert staff in the whole faculty of engineering & beyond 

(NUS and industry partners)

Features of DCC student groups 
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DCC Learning Outcomes
Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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Desired Traits in DCC Graduates 

1.Possess depth of expertise in their fields of specialization

2.Take on new challenges and be comfortable with tackling the unfamiliar 

3.Identify and define problems and formulate innovative and creative solutions 

4.Take ideas from conceptualization through to design, implementation and 

operation

5.Engage in systems-level thinking and deal with complex systems 

6.Articulate ideas effectively

7.Lead or work in a multi-disciplinary team

8.Appreciate the cultural and social dimensions of design

Translate into a list 

of specific learning 

outcomes
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Expected Learning Outcomes (derived)

1.Ability to look at the broader context

2.Ability to accepts contradiction and ambiguity

3.Ability to leverage on diversity, 

4.Ability to grasp complex concepts

5.Ability to apply mathematical, scientific and 

engineering principles to solve problem  

6.Use of system thinking tools

7.System dynamics skills

8.Ability to see the commercial potential of problem 

and solution

9.Ability to see constraints as opportunities

10.Awareness of current affairs and socio-cultural 

trends.

11.Ability to evaluate socio-cultural impact on 

project

12. Ability to synthesise, filter and process information 
13. Ability to apply analytical skills to break down complex 

problems 
14. Ability to design engineering processes and products to 

meet desired needs.
15. Ability to use information to arrive at informed decision 
16. Ability to plan work processes and identify bottlenecks

17. Ability to lead in a team and work as a team member

18. Ability to use IT for team collaboration

19. Develop ability to motivate others, persuading and 

influencing others, negotiation, 

20. Develop ability to co-operating giving/accepting 

constructive criticism

21. Ability to adapt (recovery from setback), initiative

22. Ability to communicate effectively in multidisciplinary 

teams

23. Ability to present ideas in writing and speaking in a 

variety of professional context
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How to assess level of student learning? 

 Before we can list out the assessment criteria to assess level of 

attainment of the expected learning outcome, here are 3 operational 

questions to address…

Assessment 

Criteria in the 

assessment rubrics

What activities are we going to assess?

What rubrics do we need to have?

Who is/are going to do the assessment?
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3 Operational Questions 

1. What activities in the DCC program nurture these traits? 

2.How are the growth of these traits monitored & assessed? 

3.Who will do the assessment?

The assessment process provides

• Formative assessment (feedback)

• Summative assessment (grading) 

d.DCC seminar modules

e.Design summer school

f. Coaching/feedback

a.Working in a team 

b.Project deliverables 

c.Special DT modules

a.Mentor  ( C. Supervisor & Specialist Expert )

b.User (of the product/solution)

c.Peer 

d.Self

7 Rubrics to grade learning outcomes & to 

guide assessment process.

• includes interview by mentor (to enhance 

assessment)
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Types of student deliverables
Minds Unleashed. Dreams Fulfilled.

Learning Engineering Differently Through Design
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Types of student deliverables

There are 3 forms of deliverables: 

(1) Pen and Paper (2) Presentation (3) Physical representation 

7 assessment rubrics
Criteria based on 

elements of the 8 desired 

traits

http://psipunk.com/taxi-green-mumbai/
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Types of student deliverables

Emphasis on both team work and individual work

Group deliverables: 

All students in the group have common marks

Individual deliverables:

Peer assessment as reference for tweat for 

individual merits
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Student project deliverables for project
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Designing Rubrics Considerations
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Rubrics for DCC projects

 Rubric directs student effort in their learning, the scoring criteria must be clearly specified before the 

student begin work.

 The following are considerations taken in developing the rubrics used for assessment of DCC projects.

1.Clear Expectations

2.Mastery Level

3.Multi-dimensional

4.Grade distinction

5.High but attainable standards: cumulative criteria

6.Allowance for part marks & flexibility
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Examples of rubrics based on learning outcomes

Part 1: Scoring rubric 

by assessor
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Part 2: Textual feedback 

by assessor

Examples of rubrics based on learning outcomes
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Some comments on the rubrics

1. Assessors’ panel made up of multiple staff from DCC and host 

department representative. Variation due to assessor subjectivity 

minimised

2. Quality of feedback received by students depend to a large degree 

on the effort of assessor to provide details, actionable feedback

3. Criticism from all staff involved in the assessment are vital to 

improve the rubrics. Rubrics always WIP (many rounds of 

iterations)

4. All assessors must be familiar with the assessment criteria to be 

able to provide accurate assessment and useful feedback to 

students
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Final moderation at host department end

 Mapping of credit from DCC to host deparment

 Before students received their final grade for their DCC modules, 

host department will moderate the marks based on department’s 

bell curve. 

 Mapping of DCC modules to host department bell curve is 

currently the most tedious process.

 Future plans to assigned separate module codes for DCC work 

done instead of mapping back to host department (current 

restriction).
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Concluding remarks
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Concluding remarks

1. The DCC experience is an alternative way of learning. 

2. We believe the vehicle to achieve to achieve the learning 

outcome/desired traits is the multi-year project which allow 

students to start working right at the start- over to make learning 

more intentional and impactful. You do and you learn.

3. We believe a team-based approach in project work provides a real-

world setting where collaboration and creativity is allows the room 

to grow and blossom.

4. Tools such as assessment rubrics based on to specific learning 

outcomes needs to be continuously improve with feedback from all 

assessors involved in the assessment process and understand 

mandate of DCC well.
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Thank you

You can reach me at kevin.kuang@nus.edu.sg
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